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They weren’t even proper bullets. Plastic coated, soft
impact; no real damage, but Colonel Lethbridge-

Stewart never aimed for the head anyway. House policy.
Nigh on impossible to get rational answers during
questioning if that kind of thing happened.

A bullet ricocheted off the side of the police box he’d
taken cover behind. Flakes of blue splintered paint drifted
down towards his feet. Two inches to the right and that
would have been a hit, and not in his favour.

He looked around. He’d made it this far after trying to
shelter in the old school hall, but the priest had opened fire
with a sten gun from the church gateway directly opposite
as soon as he’d seen him. Glass had showered down as he
dived through some shrubbery and onto the main road. That
had been where the postman fell off his bicycle. If there’d
been time, Lethbridge-Stewart could have commandeered
the bike and made it to the perimeter in two minutes, but
the metal grind of the grenade rolling towards him from the
post bag had only given him six seconds to get clear.

He had to make it to the Town Hall. That was the base
of operations, and taking control of that would be the last
thing they’d expect. It was just ahead, about five hundred
yards down the street. He’d been told to wear full combat
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fatigues, but maybe that was a disadvantage. As quickly as
he could, he started to unthread the laces on his boots.

Footsteps. Closing in to the left, probably unaware he
was there but ready with a grenade in his hand, the postman
was looking for him.

‘I’d recommend moving into the light. I know you’re there.’
Mr Quebec, studious, bespectacled and wearing a white

lab coat, scratched the back of his neck with his pen. His
collar was itching. The base used cheap washing powder --
his skin was a martyr to eczema, so there’d be a complaint
to file as soon as this was over. He was already filling out
the failure notice on his clipboard.

‘Maybe I chose to let you know I was here,’ Lethbridge-
Stewart said.

‘That’s an insult to my intelligence, Colonel. You cast a
shadow across the doorway, the entrance hall is floored with
wood that creaks, and you have very little control of your
breathing. That’s either a heart attack on standby, or you’re
out of shape.’

Lethbridge-Stewart moved into the main chamber of the
Town Hall. Mr Quebec was standing behind a desk lined
with three telephones, two black and one red. A revolver
sat on a blotting pad directly in front of him.

‘Ingenious. Hell of a lot of work must have gone into
building this whole set up,’ Lethbridge-Stewart said.

Looking over the rim of his glasses at him, Mr Quebec
sighed. The man was becoming a bore now. ‘The village
was abandoned during the war. Now it’s used for
orientation tests, training, and psychological evaluation.
You’ve just failed the latter. How many civilians have you
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just killed?’
‘They’re all our chaps. Thought it was just a combat

simulation.’
‘It was.’
‘But, they were all armed?’
‘And you stopped to question how many of them?’
‘Well, you’re the boss, old man. Why ask the helpers?’
Incredulous, Mr Quebec sat down on the chair behind

the desk. ‘And how, pray tell, are you going to get me to
co-operate, considering you just walked in and blew your
cover?’

Lethbridge-Stewart casually scuffed an arched pattern in
the dust on the floor with his sock, savouring the moment.
‘You’re going to have to, if you want to be able to walk
again.’

Mr Quebec burst out laughing, but the colonel didn’t
flinch.

‘See, when you stepped into the entrance hall a few
minutes ago, what you didn’t see was me entering through
the back window.’ He paused. ‘You also didn’t notice my
boot laces...’

Now there was frowning, puzzlement.
‘...on the underside of your desk, which will pull the pins

from the grenades I wedged there if you move even an inch.’
Mr Quebec looked down. As taut as they could be, there

were the laces, poised exactly as Lethbridge-Stewart had
described.

‘So, about being written off…’
‘No, no. You’re back on full active duty. If anything, I’ll

recommend you’re more than capable.’
‘So, I’m allowed to go?’
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‘Of course.’
Lethbridge-Stewart moved closer, smiling. ‘You chaps

spend an awful lot of time trying to figure out what makes
us tick, how the military mind can be tricked, how we can
be brainwashed or how to manipulate the effects of trauma.
What you fail to realise is that we learn, it makes us stronger,
and we begin to recognise what people expect. So, let me
give you one of the rules I like to utilise; always have a
back-up plan.’

As he turned to leave, Lethbridge-Stewart looked at the
row upon row of target practice figures stacked against the
wall. Each one a soldier, and on one right at the front,
someone had drawn a jagged rictus grin across its mouth.

‘And that reminds me,’ the colonel muttered on the way
out.

‘About these grenades?’ Mr Quebec called to the
colonel’s back.

Lethbridge-Stewart didn’t even turn as he left through
the main doors. ‘Like I said, Mr Quebec. Use your back-up
plan.’

Silence. Mr Quebec realised that a back-up plan was
exactly what he didn’t have.

‘I’m telling you, he’s real! Jasper told me!’
‘Well, he’s a stupid idiot as well!’ Clare folded her arms

defiantly, pulling her cardigan around her shoulders as if to
emphasise her point. ‘You take me to see that stupid sci-fi
film, and then expect me to go up to Wheeler’s Field now,
because you say there’s a monster up there.’

Dai quickly put a finger to her lips, trying to shut her up.
‘Take your hands off me! You’re bloody mad, you are.’
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‘You gotta be careful, Clare. You don’t know who’s
watching.’

He peered out of the windscreen. No, the coast was clear.
‘There’s something… something up there.’

‘If your mate Doug’s painted a sheep green again, I don’t
want to know.’

‘If I can’t trust anyone else, I gotta be able to trust you.’
Dai took hold of her hand. No, this was proper, almost
affectionate and not the normal build up to a Chinese burn
he always tried to do. ‘I’ve seen something. Jasper has as
well. It’s… alien.’

For a brief moment, Clare believed him, but it didn’t last
long. Only seconds passed before she burst out laughing.
Dai reacted furiously, making the gears screech on his Ford
Anglia as he revved the engine and sped out of the cinema
car park towards the centre of Llandudno.

‘You want proof, do you? Well, don’t say I didn’t try to
warn you.’

‘What we see here is a cult; a paganistic gathering of the
youth of today, ritualistically celebrating something far, far
worse than an old carving in a church or rural superstition.’
Larry Greene raised his left eyebrow slightly to camera,
trying to look serious.

The 16mm film projector rattled loudly as its spool
continued to unfurl. ‘This is the sequence, right here.’
Lethbridge-Stewart leaned forward in his armchair, identical
to Major General Hamilton’s, motioning towards the screen
that stood on a tripod about ten feet ahead of them.

His garish bow tie jutting out above the upper toggle of
his duffel coat, Greene stood pointing at a group of
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teenagers, some edging towards their early twenties, leading
a parade down the cobbled street of a village lane, flanked
by thatched cottages, shop signs and bewildered onlookers.

‘Only a few years ago, the hippie movement began as a
way of expressing protest and pacifism in the heart of the
USA, but now, as it begins to spread and infect the United
Kingdom, it’s taken on a more sinister meaning.’ Again
Greene tried to look meaningfully into the lens.

‘There, on the far right. The girl with the incense burner.’
Lethbridge-Stewart stood, casting a shadow with his
swagger stick as he pinpointed her exactly.

Hardly tall, in fact if anything very slight, she was dressed
exactly the same as the others; black flowing robes, a bit like
a cassock, decked with beads and bracelets, but all with the
same insignia daubed in paint across their chests. A circular,
crudely drawn face with a pronounced jagged grin.

‘What are they chanting?’ Hamilton asked. There was a
muffled sound, the wind against the microphone at the
location making it difficult to identify.

‘I think there’s some sort of volume control,’ Lethbridge-
Stewart said as he moved to the drinks table he’d cleared as
a makeshift stand for the projector and quickly found a
control dial. He turned it up and the words became clear.

‘He’s here, he’s here, behold the Grinning Man! His soul,
his light, will save us from this land!’

Another dial click and the image froze on screen as the
camera caught a close up of the girl. Even with the slight
judder as the frame held in the sprockets, you could see there
was something not quite right with her eyes. It was as
though she was in a kind of trance.

‘She calls herself April. April Summerdown.’
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‘And the reason for this is…?’ Hamilton downed the
dregs of the whisky glass he’d been given when he arrived
at Lethbridge-Stewart’s Chelsea Barracks office. There was
no point in dragging this out any longer, and to his mind
the whereabouts of a handful of hippies didn’t warrant his
time or attention.

‘That Greene fellow. He filmed the report for some
documentary series in February. The BBC’s only just shown
it, and that’s when the panic button went off.’

‘Go on,’ Hamilton said.
‘April Summerdown isn’t her real name. She’s Alyona

Lev Levovitch. Youngest daughter of the Soviet
Ambassador. I’m afraid to say that the comrades at
Kensington Palace Gardens want some answers, and we
don’t want anyone from that particular embassy taking to
the streets to find her.’

Hamilton smiled. ‘Good to see you’re earning your keep.’
‘Well, it pays to look into things, sir.’
‘I take it she hasn’t been reported? How long has she been

missing?’
‘That’s purely down to conjecture on our part, sir.

Greene has forced them to show their hand. It’s been at least
three months, probably longer.’

‘So, you want go and track her down?’
‘It has to be better than sitting around here playing

second fiddle to Colonel Grierson. And after that business
at Wembley…’

Hamilton nodded. ‘Well, I can see how it would be a
priority to sort this whole mess out before there’s a potential
diplomatic incident if we don’t. Her Royal Highness and
the Duke of Edinburgh are due to visit the area.’
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‘Prince Charles’ investiture?’ Lethbridge-Stewart hadn’t
considered that before. The timing was not good.

‘Precisely. Sooner it’s done and dusted, the better. Keep
it low key, though.’

‘Civvies, then.’
‘Yes. Let me see…’ Hamilton tapped his fingers as he

thought. ‘Okay. There’s a car for you, just choose what you
want, and some expenses. Make it quick. Be discreet.
Nothing too James Bond.’

‘That shouldn’t be a problem, sir. I already have a contact
name, kind of an informant, if you like, and a location where
I’ll find him.’ Lethbridge-Stewart paused. ‘Have you heard
of the Grinning Man, sir?’

‘The what?’

The tree at the prow of the hill offered extra shelter from the
rain. The windscreen wipers were barely keeping the water
off the glass, and the humidity of what had initially been
quite a warm evening had flooded the valley leading to
Wheeler’s Field with mist. The only light came from the
Ford Anglia’s headlights, and one of them was beginning
to blink.

‘There is no such thing as the Grinning Man,’ Clare said
once again.

‘Clare, I’ve seen it, Bob’s seen it, Talfryn, Flinty, loads
of people.’

‘Look me square in the eye and tell me you’re not
fibbing.’ Clare knew Dai too well, and there was a subtle
glint whenever he lied. But not this time.

‘I’m telling you the truth, I am.’
Something distracted her. ‘You got the radio on?’
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‘No signal up here, is there. What you on about?’
Clare wound down the window slightly. ‘Stop chopsing

and listen. Can’t you hear it?’
Dai wound down the window on the driver’s side. ‘You

winding me up? Trying to get your own back, you are.’
‘Shut your noise, and listen.’

No, she was right. There was a low hum, words maybe, like
a distant hymn echoing down the valley on a Sunday.
Words, definitely words, like a chant. That was when Clare
screamed.

Dai spun round and jolted back in his seat. About a foot
from the bonnet of the car, a figure in black robes stood with
her head bowed low. She looked up, no more than fifteen,
her head tilting, smiling almost sympathetically as though
she knew they should be with them. Shapes moved, closing
in through the mist, and the words of their chant began to
strengthen and fill the air. Resonant, proud, almost haunting.

‘He’s here, he’s here, behold the Grinning Man. His soul,
his light, will save us from this land. He’s here, he’s here,
behold the Grinning Man. His soul, his light, will save us
from this land!’

Dai tried to fire the ignition of the car. The engine seemed
to lurch, failing to spark. ‘Come on, you bugger, come on!’

Clare’s arm gently reached across, pushing his arms back.
‘No, wait. Everything’s fine now.’

She started to open her door.
‘Don’t go out there, you bl—’
Her forefinger touched his lips, silencing him.

‘Everything will be beautiful. It will all be fine.’
And before he could say anything, she’d climbed out and
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seemed to be enveloped by the mist.
‘Clare! No!’
There were no more words. He just watched, transfixed

and completely helpless. In the headlights, Clare stood
holding her arms high as black robes were pulled over and
around her and pale white sheets thrown into the air around
her, like some strange ritual. The girl he’d first seen outside
moved up and daubed what looked like black ink on either
side of Clare’s mouth, so as she looked up and smiled at
Dai, her mouth took on the appearance of a jagged, frozen
grin.

Nobody challenged the requisition order in the transport
depot. In fact, Lethbridge-Stewart had seen the car,
intimated he had full authority to use it, and driven off
before the keys had even stopped swinging in the ignition.
Some chap from the British External Intelligence Agency
had left it there to have the engine fine-tuned while he was
in Budapest, and the trip to Llandudno would only take a
few days to clear things up at best, so…

‘Why not? Why not indeed?’
That was enough to justify it in his mind, and Hamilton

had told him to take whatever car he wanted. He countered
any doubts by asking when else would he get the chance to
use an Aston Martin DB5. For the 260-mile drive from
London in style, it would be well worth the paperwork when
he got back.

Lethbridge-Stewart had looked over the cuttings and
reports many times now, and the one thing that struck him
about the sightings of this Grinning Man was a defined sense
of continuity. Whether it was aliens wandering across
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Salisbury Plain or UFO sightings in Whitby, it all boiled
down to the same basic mistakes being made by the
witnesses that proved they were no more than co-
conspirators in the ruse.

This was different. Groundwork had already been done
that proved the people claiming to have made any sightings
had no connection, and indeed came from entirely separate
areas of Wales. And the descriptions always matched down
to fine details.

The Grinning Man had been named as such by a group
of school children who’d seen him from their playground,
standing in the distance, watching and waiting for
something. Several of their teachers bore witness to this, and
their description of his extreme height, thin limbs and
apparent elongated fingers tied in with the drawings the
police asked the children to do. Each one showed his face,
gaunt and slender, trailing down towards a somewhat
protruding jawline, and all of them matched with the same
jagged abnormal smile.

Then there was the coach party of miners, travelling
away from home for a colliery-to-colliery rugby tournament.
For twenty minutes the Grinning Man had stood motionless
in the headlights of the vehicle, refusing to move, until
suddenly seeming to vanish when the driver and two
flankers decided to physically move him out of their way.
The descriptions were the same, and the way the face and
limbs were outlined – it all matched.

 It had begun to draw too much attention to the area,
with the local post offices tapping into the spirit of free
enterprise and selling t-shirts with his likeness on. Loch Ness
had the monster, Llandudno had him. If anything, there
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was a whimsical sense of profiteering by the locals that
should have been a Customs and Excise matter and nothing
else.

However, the cult worshipping was clearly getting out
of hand, and there was something deeply troubling about
what they actually saw the Grinning Man as representing.
All it would take is one hint in the press of a religion forming
around him and the royal trip would be cancelled. The
ambassador’s daughter had to be found.

Gregory Trefusis was the first to admit that he knew little
about everything, and a whole lot about nothing. It’s why
he was content with his life. There were women he loved,
but no commitments; just a series of mutually agreed
understandings whenever the need arose. He had money
that he had inherited, and his old dad had warned him long
ago about the tax man, so the cash stayed in an old boiler
in the roof, carefully divided into monthly allowances that
were slowly being whittled away as years passed. At the rate
he’d planned, he should live on this until seventy-six. Yes,
he’d allowed a certain degree of comfort up to that point,
but didn’t want to be reckless and plan any further.

The lane to his cottage wound its way up Spindle Grove
and across a meadow. When he was younger, he’d rigged
up a distillery in the base of the hollow oak tree at the top
of the slope rising up from the path. Nobody ever knew
about it. Rotten apples fermented there and the results often
knocked him out, but nobody ever –

He stopped. Silhouetted against the moonlight by a tree,
watching him from a safe vantage point, there was a figure.
Tall, way too tall for anyone he knew. And thin. Spindly,
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that was the word. And its head, all domed and long jawed.
‘Nothin’ there to see, and don’t you go sayin’ otherwise

now! You’ll have Old Man Trefusis’ son to deal with, you
will, and then you’ll know—’

He stopped as the moonlight caught the figure’s face in
its full beam. There was no doubt what Gregory was seeing.
With bony fingers spread, both arms swept across each other
and rose up to frame its face. The twisted lips of the
Grinning Man’s smile opened slowly, curving up at the ends
as he swayed from side to side, air hissing with a guttural
rattle from its chest. It was almost as though he was
delighted to see Gregory.

Gregory froze; this was too much. And far too valuable
to miss out on. He turned and ran for all he was worth
towards his cottage, determined to use that new phone he’d
just had installed. He knew if he held off for long enough,
the time would be right for when he needed one. His old
dad must be laughing his head off at his good fortune!

‘News of the World… Daily Express… All of them! I’ll be
bloody minted now once they hear about this!’

In retrospect, the three piece suit might have been overdoing
it somewhat. Since he’d walked into the main bar room of
The King’s Head, everyone seemed to be staring at
Lethbridge-Stewart as though he were an alien of some kind.
If they only knew the truth behind his journey there, then
the irony would be complete.

‘I’m looking for Mr Woodward. Daniel Woodward?’
The barman, clichéd down to the whiskers and mottled

yellow cardigan, peered over his glasses at him. ‘Depends
who’s asking?’
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‘A friend.’ Lethbridge-Stewart managed to hold back
from barking orders about wilful disrespect. This was a
civilian after all.

‘Got a lot of them, has Dan. Who’s to say you’re actually
one of them then?’

‘Now look, I’ve travelled a very long way to see him. He
asked for help…’

Two or three of the men sitting round the bar started to
laugh quietly to themselves. Lethbridge-Stewart glanced
across. He wasn’t used to such blatant disregard of his
authority.

‘I’m half tempted to give you a drink on the house, I am,
sir. You look perfectly civilised, I’d even say rational, I
would, but if I said three words to you…’ The barman
looked directly into his eyes. ‘The grinning man?’

Lethbridge-Stewart must have flinched slightly, he could
tell.

‘Well, that seals it then.’ The barman pulled a pint glass
down from an overhead shelf. ‘What will you be having
now then? On the house.’

‘Just the whereabouts of Daniel Woodward.’
‘He’s spun you a line, sir, he has. You’re not the first to

come all the way from London now. Leeds, even
Cambridge… they all come to try and catch old Smiler. It’s
a myth, a legend Dan’s perpetuating to anyone who’ll listen.
What are you exactly now? A publisher? A scientist?’

‘Neither.’
‘That’ll be military, then.’ The barman turned to his

customers, all clearly listening to every word. ‘Dan’s gone
and lured a soldier boy into town!’ He turned and smiled.
‘Where’ve you parked your tank then?’
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Lethbridge-Stewart took his driving gloves off and sat on
a bar stool, speaking calmly, and even cheerfully, back. ‘Let
me explain something. Yes, you’re right, my background is
military, but it comes with access to certain other areas in
the political sphere. One’s that have certain powers, certain
rights and more than a few willing listeners, who, if I were
to drive back tonight and state my case first thing, would be
happy to accept my recommendation that this entire area
be quarantined. Lots of people running round with guns
enforcing curfews, closing down shops because there’s a
suspicion that the water, the food, even you have been
contaminated…’

‘A chopsy one, en’t you? Contaminated with what then?
A virus sort of thing?’

‘Oh, I’m sure they’d find a name for it. But please, be
assured, it can take an awfully long time for paperwork to
get signed to call it all off. Especially when the paperwork
needs my signature.’

‘Daffyd, leave it now.’ A young man dressed in a heavy
jumper and woolly hat stood up at the end of the bar. He
pushed his thick rimmed glasses up his nose and nodded to
Lethbridge-Stewart. ‘I’m Daniel Woodward. Father, get the
colonel a drink.’

The barman turned back to Lethbridge-Stewart again
and chuckled. ‘Like I said before, sir. What would you like?’

Dai was lost.
The mist had never really lifted after the night they took

Clare. No one had tried to get him out of the car. He was
ashamed that he’d locked all of the doors. Not because it
was cowardly, but because he’d realised it would have
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stopped her from being able to get back in.
He wasn’t sure what kind of panic had hit him, but the

hooded figures had gone quiet after they took Clare. The
mist had closed in and eventually he’d tried to follow them,
but there was no sign. As dawn broke, exhaustion set in and
he found a derelict barn to shelter in.

Maybe he’d slept all day or maybe into the next, but
when his eyes opened again he was lying on straw and it
was dark outside. In the far distance, he began to hear a
distant echo.

‘He’s here, he’s here, behold the Grinning Man! His soul,
his light, will save us from this land!’

All he had were his instincts to guide him, trying to close
in on the chant as he scrambled to his feet. He picked up
something wrapped in the blanket from his car. He had to
unwrap it! He never mentioned it to Clare, but sometimes
the only way he could afford to take her out on a Friday was
thanks to some sly poaching on the side. His shotgun had
been left in the boot, with two cartridges loaded in the
chamber. It was all that he needed.

‘This is a child’s bedroom?’
‘My younger sister, yes.’ Daniel drew the curtains shut,

revealing characters from The Magic Roundabout. ‘If you
could flick on the light switch?’

The overhead bulb flickered on.
‘And this is your base of operations?’ Lethbridge-

Stewart’s incredulity was stretched to breaking point.
‘Something wrong with it? When they come looking for

me, and I know it’s just a matter of time, the last place they’ll
tear apart is a four-year-old’s toy box. Especially if she’s
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sitting on the floor crying. I’ve already trained her. Screams,
the works.’

‘And they are who, exactly?’
‘Probably colleagues of yours.’ It wasn’t a point that

Lethbridge-Stewart could argue with. For weeks,
anonymous packages detailing stories about the Grinning
Man had been arriving, and the last one had a name and
contact point. There’s been no time to check if the man in
question was anything more than a seventeen-year-old boy.

The lid on a large wooden chest flipped up, and
Meccano, clumps of old plasticine, dolls, comics and teddy
bears all were lifted out on one large fitted metal tray that
sat tight against its surrounding walls. Underneath were
files, reams of colour slides, rolls of audio tape and a leather
bound photo album laid on the top.

‘What do you want to see first then? The slow build up
or the show stopper?’

‘Proof – if you have any.’
There were no arguments to be had after the pages open.

Image after image showed various sightings of the Grinning
Man, some distant, blurred, and out of focus, but the last
few were sharp and clear. Whoever had taken the last
photograph seemed to have been spotted. The figure had
turned, head tilted slightly, eyes focused and looking straight
at the camera.

‘Who took this one?’
‘I did.’ Daniel was clearly proud.
‘What did you do when you saw it look at you like that?’
There was an awkward pause as Daniel tried to smile. ‘I

ran, didn’t I? I’m not stupid.’
‘I want you to think carefully.’ Lethbridge-Stewart closed
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the book. ‘Can you remember exactly where you were when
you took that shot?’

‘Oh, that’s easy. Grinnach Mire. It’s where the Cult of
the Grinning Man always goes, it is.’

‘There’s a secondary motive to all this.’
‘Next right, just follow the dirt track beyond the gate.’

Daniel motioned at the turning as the DB5 sped towards it.
‘What’s that, then?’

‘Back seat, there’s a folder. Take a look.’
Three photographs; graduation, a party, and a portrait.

All of Alyona Lev Levovitch.
‘For the sake of argument, her name is April

Summerdown,’ Lethbridge-Stewart said.
‘Please tell me she’s single?’ Daniel couldn’t take his eyes

off the head and shoulders shot.
‘Strictly out of bounds. This track,’ Lethbridge-Stewart

said, once he was sure Daniel understood, ‘it leads straight
to the mire? Am I right?’

‘We won’t be able to go much beyond where the trees
end now. Got to go on foot from there, we do.’ The boy
pointed to a clearing to one side as Lethbridge-Stewart
pulled up and turned the headlights off.

‘I’m guessing this is going to be muddy, easy to fall over
in?’

‘Mires tend to be.’
Lethbridge-Stewart sighed. ‘Remind me to send a

telegram to my tailor when we get back. The damage won’t
come as too much of a shock then.’ As he climbed out of
the driver’s side, the first thing that struck him was the sound
of chanting in the distance. ‘What on Earth is that noise?’
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‘It’s their song. Their chant. The Cult of the Grinning
Man worship him like a god.’

For a moment, Lethbridge-Stewart just stood and
listened. There was something hypnotic about the sound.
Unrelenting, like it was crawling into your mind and taking
hold. He shook his head and drew a revolver from the
holster under his jacket.

‘Well, let’s see what we can do about that, shall we?’

Grinnach Mire’s history was chequered with tragedy and
death. From the earliest records it was approached with
caution and fear. Some stories spoke of ghosts, some said it
was a death trap with areas of marshland that claimed the
lives of many who got lost in the mist and strayed there, but
the real origins of its reputation dated back to the stone circle
at its epicentre.

Unrecognised in druidic circles as anything on the scale
of Stonehenge or the Avebury Ring, all that remained at the
mire were a few rain-worn plinths and a central rock dais
which had be used as a sacrificial altar hundreds of years
before. But all that had changed.

The first sightings of the Grinning Man had been made
around the mire, and a safe route for people who became
fascinated by the tales had quickly been mapped out, all
trails led to the central stone. For years he had been spotted
standing, bathed in moonlight, looking to the stars high
above him, and the surrounding plateau of overgrown
boulders and mud was exactly where the Cult would gather,
chanting, almost praying for him to appear.

Forty, maybe fifty, stood swaying in the haze of mist and
incense. Some fell to their knees, shouting out, while others
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gently muttered, their voices so low only they could hear.
In the background, Lethbridge-Stewart motioned for Daniel
to stay back as he moved forward, covered by the darkness
and trees, trying to spot Alyona amongst the Grinning
Man’s flock.

Within seconds Lethbridge-Stewart knew he was in
trouble as one of the Cult turned and began to move towards
him. Bracing the barrel of his Enfield revolver in his hand,
he waited until the figure was by his side. He brought the
handle down sharply across the back of the man’s neck,
knocking him out cold. It was only then that Lethbridge-
Stewart realised they were roughly the same height and
build.

Lethbridge-Stewart moved through the crowd, checking
their faces and looking for the girl. They were undisturbed
by his movements. If anything, their chanting was getting
louder and louder. One or two screamed and passed out,
several fell to their knees, all eyes concentrating on the dais
ahead. Lethbridge-Stewart turned.

Towering far taller than he expected, arms raised high
and looking to the skies on the stone, the Grinning Man
looked all too real to be a hoax.

‘Brethren, my brethren I implore you, trust in my
wisdom.’

The creature’s lips were not moving, and the voice was
a little too familiar. Daniel climbed onto the stone, now
wearing the robes of the cult, and stood alongside the
Grinning Man.

‘There is one amongst us who is here to destroy all we
know and stand for.’
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There was no safe exit. The brethren were surging
forward and pushing Lethbridge-Stewart to the front of the
crowd. Daniel looked down and pointed directly at him. He
tried to bring his revolver up and aim so as not to hit anyone
other than the creature.

‘There! The traitor stands among us to be recognised.’
Too many hands reached out, twisting his arms behind

his back. His gun dropped to the ground as pain shot
through him, near tearing the tendons out of his joints as he
was nearly lifted from his feet.

‘Colonel Lethbridge-Stewart, the first of many who will
try and fail to stop the Grinning Man from showing us the
way, showing us the true light of being, the true pathway to
the stars. Let us set an example to those who will try to
follow, of what will happen to those who fail to believe.’

Pain shot through every joint as more hands reached out,
pulling and clawing to pull Lethbridge-Stewart apart.

‘Give her back!’
Silence. Daniel looked across the heads of the Cult.

Other heads turned. Striding towards the group, a young
man emerged, eyes burning with hatred, levelling a shotgun
straight at Daniel.

‘Dai? Join us. Be part of what we’re creating!’
‘Give me back my Clare!’
‘She’s one of us, join us, feel the power of what we

believe to be right.’
‘Daniel Woodward, you’ve got five seconds before I kill

you. Hand her back.’
‘She is part of us. You can be too.’
‘Five.’
‘The Grinning Man is the way for the few, be part of our
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kind.’
‘Four.’
‘Dai, you know the truth. Embrace it.’
‘Three.’
The group parted slightly. Clare, slowly moving towards

him, her head tilting as she smiled. ‘I’m not yours any
longer, Dai. I belong to the Grinning Man.’

‘No!’ Dai turned and fired straight at Daniel, the bullet
slamming hard into his shoulder and sending him crashing
to the ground.

Lethbridge-Stewart grabbed his revolver and shot at
Dai’s arm, sending him reeling. The shotgun was thrown
backwards.

The piercing scream of the Grinning Man cut through
the air.

It was enough to silence everyone. The towering figure
fall to its knees by the unconscious Daniel. Its hand reached
up, clawing at its own face. The mask slid off.

‘No, no, no.’
The landlord of the pub, Daniel’s father, started to sob

as he lifted his son into his arms, cradling him. The click of
the revolver made him look up as Lethbridge-Stewart aimed
it at him.

‘You, Mr Woodward, are under arrest.’

What followed proved to be a simple enough clear-up, with
Lethbridge-Stewart engaging the assistance of the local
authorities. The members of the Cult were held for
questioning, and Mr Woodward formally charged.
Lethbridge-Stewart had a private word with the chief
constable, explaining the delicate nature of Alyona’s
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involvement, and the chief constable agreed to have her sent
back to London forthwith.

It was very late by the time Lethbridge-Stewart got back
into his borrowed car, to set off for the long drive back to
London, and he had to wonder just what was going on with
him. He was fit for active duty, both Hamilton and Mr
Quebec agreed on that point, but inside… Inside was a
different matter. He had been so sure that the Grinning Man
would prove to be some kind of alien, but instead it was just
a man in a mask. After the recent events at Wembley and
now this, Lethbridge-Stewart was forced to question if
perhaps his judgement had been impaired by the drugs the
Eastern Bloc had pumped into him. Was he was really
reduced to clutching at straws, following wild goose chases?

The Aston Martin pulled away from the police station,
and as the night darkened around him, so too did Colonel
Lethbridge-Stewart’s thoughts.

To be continued in…
Beast of Fang Rock

http://www.candy-jar.co.uk/books/lethbridgestewart.html
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